Features and Benefits

- Bottom sash removes quickly and easily to allow cleaning of entire window from inside of home
- Tighter seals eliminate drafts and ensure improved energy efficiency
- Stability of extruded vinyl provides tighter seals resulting in fewer repairs
- Rigidity of extruded vinyl resists warping to ensure smooth operation for years to come
- Stiff vinyl track holds sash firmly in place improving the security of your home
- Sash release mechanism is hidden inside the frame pocket instead of on the sash
- No exposed pulleys, cords or chains to collect dirt or break
- Hidden weatherstrip provides clean sitelines

10 Easy Steps to Remove, Clean and Replace Your Easy-Out Sash

1. Open sash clips
2. Lift sash above clips
3. Shift sash to right within channel
4. Disengage sash by pulling outward and to the left
5. Complete removal of sash provides easy cleaning of lower sash
6. Exterior of upper sash is accessible from inside of house
7. Insert sash into channel above clips
8. Lower sash to sill
9. Fasten lock
10. Close sash clips